
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Why Designer Dainy Sawatzky left the Glamorous World of Fashion to go back to Playing with Dolls... 

VIC, Australia, Sep. 26, 2017 - Finding happiness in the magic of childhood led former fashion designer Dainy 

Sawatzky to not only sell her business of 14 years, but also to swap her busy inner city lifestyle for a quiet coastal 
town in regional Victoria.  

These huge life changes empowered Dainy to slow down, take stock and enjoy unlimited time with her young kids. 

Having the rare commodity of time, allowed her to focus on imaginative playtime in the natural surrounds of her 
seaside home, which evoked memories of the magic and wonder of her own childhood. Dainy recalls many hours 

playing with her favourite rag doll, crafting, drawing and sewing with her mum.  

These re-captured memories, coupled with a desire to celebrate a 'slow living' Christmas, inspired her to make 
something special and heartfelt for her daughter - a modern (and more fashionable) take on the traditional rag doll 

she had as a child. The result was a gorgeous cloth doll called ‘Lola’, a design that would eventually become the 
model for a signature item in Dainy’s new business. 

The journey into a new profession was organic, and albeit non planned, process for Dainy. After deciding to set up 
an Etsy store with the intention of making a little 'pocket money', she was soon approached by US department store 
Land of Nod, commissioning her to design for them an exclusive range of fairy dolls based on her signature style. 

“Working with The Land of Nod was an amazing opportunity to jump right into the children's product industry.  In 
my fashion label, what always inspired me was to be able to produce clothing that was beautiful but also practical 

and functional. Making business from art always intrigues me, and filling the brief for the Land of Nod collection 
required exactly that –  it gave me insight into the process of producing what's an essentially hand made product on 
a large scale whilst retaining  authenticity and the essence of the craft. I loved it and it was at this point I realised 

that I really wanted this to be my new career” Dainy remembers. 

As her following grew, Dainy decided to launch a website dedicated to her creations, and online boutique These 

Little Treasures was born. Drawing on her former retail experience, the range quickly expanded to dolls for various 
age groups, audiences and price points.  

Most recently Dainy has released a range of tiny dolls called The Wish Pixies, she recalls “the idea for the Pixie Doll 

sprung from a desire to bring to 'life' intriguing little nymph like creatures that my daughter, Scout, would draw as a 
toddler. Tiny. Magic. Mythical. Stuff of a child's imaginings. It's special that the first 'collaboration' I did was with my 

own daughter” 

The following for her 'Pixie dolls' grew rapidly. So unique and tiny, they sparked the imagination of adults and 
children alike, and her customers began to start Pixie collections, each month adding a few more of the whimsical 

creatures. 

Now with the imminent release of a brand new range of Wish Pixie dolls, the launch of a refurbished website, as 

well as branching out into the wholesale sector, Dainy couldn’t be more content and certain that she has made the 
right move.  

About These Little Treasures  
Founded in 2015, These Little Treasures design and craft quality cloth dolls and accessories, with an emphasis on 
functionality, style and enhancing imagination. Each doll is ethically made right here in Australia.  
For more information, please visit the Press Hub on our website. 
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